CLEARANCE SKETCH — _ TON 15 TON OET CRANE

OBSTRUCTION LINE

RUNWAY BEAM A (SPAN)

RUNWAY BEAM SIZE: __

OPERATING FLOOR

PIT FLOOR

A ___ FT. ___ IN.  G ___ KIPS
B ___ FT. ___ IN.  H ___ FT. ___ IN.
C ___ FT. ___ IN.  I ___ KIPS
D ___ FT. ___ IN.  J ___ FT. ___ IN.
E ___ FT. ___ IN.  K ___ INCHES
F ___ FT. ___ IN.  L ___ INCHES

MAXIMUM SPAN OF RUNWAY GIRDER—___ FT. ___ IN.

"G" AND "I" ARE WHEEL LOADS USED FOR DESIGN
OF RUNWAY GIRDER EXCLUDING IMPACT
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